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2017-2018/SCTP/02 

 

 

Minutes of a meeting of the APC Subcommittee on Courses and Teaching Programs (SCTP) held Thursday, 

December 7, 2017 at 3:00 pm in Room 301 of the James Administration Building.  

 

PRESENT:   Jacquie Bede, France Bouthillier, Ollivier Dyens (Chair), Michael Fronda, Fiona Lees, Jed Lenetsky, 

Cara Piperni, Carolyn Samuel, Cindy Smith (Secretary to SCTP), Joe Sullivan,  

     Amy Szuchmacher Blum  

 

REGRETS:   Richard Hovey, Gideon Uchehara 

 

GUESTS:   Professor Saibal Ray, Desautels Faculty of Management 

     Professor Ken Ragan, Faculty of Science 

 

OBSERVER: Ms. Maggie Do Couto, GPS 

 

 

02.01 The Agenda was approved as circulated. 

 

02.02 The Minutes from the last meeting held September 28, 2017 were approved as circulated. 

 

02.03 BUSINESS ARISING 

None. 

 

02.04 GRADUATE AND POSTDOCTORAL STUDIES – 17-SCTP-12-04 

Faculty of Medicine/Department of Epidemiology, Biostatistics, and Occupational Health 

M.Sc. in Epidemiology; Non-Thesis – Environmental and Occupational Health (48 cr.) 

The goal of this new Concentration/Option of an existing program is to train students to appreciate the 

environmental problems facing people and how they can affect human health.  Students who have taken this 

program will be able to participate in research projects in environmental health.  

SCTP requested: 

• include program admission requirements within the rationale; 

• provide a statement within the rationale concerning whether the Department has considered reviewing,  

 retiring, or revising any existing programs that may be obsolete or have low enrolment; 

• revise the program description to indicate “and” instead of “&”. 

New Concentration/Option of an existing program approved with these changes; it will be reported to APC for 

approval. 

 

Department of Psychiatry 

Ph.D. in Mental Health (0 cr.) 

This new degree program will replace the existing ad hoc Ph.D. in Psychiatry that has been offered by the 

Department for more than 20 years.  This revamped version of the current ad hoc Ph.D. program will focus on 

mental health research, including the development of mental health services and policy, social and cultural 

psychiatry, and clinical and translational psychiatry. 

SCTP requested: 

• revise the program description to indicate “Indigenous” instead of “Aboriginal” within the last sentence. 

NOTE:  The Ministry will need to approve the new degree program – it cannot be offered/advertised/listed in 

the eCalendar until final Ministry approval has been obtained.   

New degree program approved with this change; it will be reported to APC for approval. 
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02.05 DESAUTELS FACULTY OF MANAGEMENT – 17-SCTP-12-05 

B.Com.; Major in General Management; Concentration in Retail Management (15 cr.) 

Professor Ray joined the meeting to briefly present and respond to questions regarding this new concentration.  

He explained that it will combine the best of classic business theory together with real-time, experiential 

learning opportunities.  The creation of the retail innovation lab should be completed by fall 2018. 

Secretary’s note:  Confirmation received from Ms. Poulios within the Faculty that this new program does not 

require centrally-funded resources. 

SCTP requested: 

• include program admission requirements within the rationale; 

• provide a statement within the rationale concerning whether the Faculty has considered reviewing,  

 retiring, or revising any existing programs that may be obsolete or have low enrolment; 

• revise the program description to indicate “recognizing” instead of “honouring” in the first sentence; second  

sentence remove “School’s”, as this unit does not yet exist; indicate the Canadian spelling of “behavior” in the 

third sentence; and revise “omni channel retailing” to read “omni-channel retailing” in the third sentence. 

New program approved with these changes; it will be reported to APC for approval. 

 

02.06 SCHULICH SCHOOL OF MUSIC – 17-SCTP-12-06 

Department of Performance 

B.Mus.; Minor in Conducting (18 cr.) 

This new program, which contains two streams, will allow students to gain experience in either orchestral or 

choral conducting.  It is intended for students to develop the technical and musical skills required to pursue 

further studies in conducting.  In response to a query concerning whether 18 credits were sufficient, Professor 

Sullivan indicated that there were sufficient credits to help increase students’ skills – simply having an 

introduction in conducting course makes a significant difference for students.  Confirmation received from Ms. 

Lameiras within the School that no centrally-funded resources are required. 

SCTP requested: 

• include program admission requirements within the rationale; 

• provide a statement within the rationale concerning whether the Department has considered reviewing,  

 retiring, or revising any existing programs that may be obsolete or have low enrolment; 

• revise the program description so that the second-to-last line reads “… of the conducting entrance exam for  

 the Minor.  Enrolment is …”; 

• spell out “20th” in course title for MUHL 385; 

• spell out “Intro” in course title for MUPG 209; 

New program approved with these changes; it will be reported to APC for approval. 

 

02.07 FACULTY OF SCIENCE – 17-SCTP-12-07 

Department of Physics 

B.Sc.; Joint Honours in Physics and Computer Science (78-84 cr.) 

Professor Ragan joined the meeting to briefly present and respond to questions regarding this new program.  He 

indicated that this type of program is in much demand within his Faculty.  In response to a query concerning 

what happens to students if they are unable to finish this program, Professor Ragan indicated that students would 

transfer into the B.Sc.; Major in Physics and Computer Science. 

SCTP requested: 

• include program admission requirements within the rationale; 

• add section 5.5 to this proposal and complete it [see newer version of program form on SCTP Web page:   

 www.mcgill.ca/sctp/guidelines]; 

• remove text concerning course requirements from description – if some students need MATH 222 and  

COMP 202, these should be added to list of complementary courses as “0-6 credits from the following [listing 

these two courses with appropriate notes];  

• if MATH 314 can be substituted for MATH 248, and they are almost identical in content, then add  

MATH 314 as an alternative required course with a note [the Secretary to SCTP will send the Department 

suggested changes]; 

http://www.mcgill.ca/sctp/guidelines
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02.07 FACULTY OF SCIENCE – 17-SCTP-12-07 

Department of Physics 

B.Sc.; Joint Honours in Physics and Computer Science (78-84 cr.) 

SCTP requested: [continued] 

• if, as per text in description, some students will need to take COMP 202 in addition to the 78 or 81 credits for  

the program, then the program maximum credit weight should be 84 credits and not 81 – the Department 

should confirm this; 

• revise description to include text from the rationale that explains the focus of the subject of the program; 

• correct course title for MATH 240.  

New program approved with these changes; it will be reported to APC for approval. 

 

02.08 CHAIR’S TOPIC OF DISCUSSION:  Query from the Department of Geography – 17-SCTP-12-08 

The Chair asked that the following query sent to the Secretary to SCTP by the Department of Geography be 

discussed at SCTP.  The Department queried what level of approval was needed if they wished to offer existing 

courses taught on Campus as short and intensive courses during the summer in both East Africa and in Barbados 

at the Bellairs Research Institute.  SCTP agreed that existing courses did not require beyond Faculty of Science 

approval, as long as course content [description etc.] remains the same.  It was noted that students should be 

made aware of courses potentially being offered in the field.  It should be noted that any fees associated with 

travel, accommodation etc. require Fee Advisory Committee’s approval and students need to be informed about 

the fees for the field version of courses. 

 

If, however, content will differ for the shorter, intensive summer version of an existing course, it would be more 

appropriate for the Department to propose a new course, which would require approval by the Department, 

Faculty, and SCTP.  

 

02.09 OTHER BUSINESS 

The following documents were received by SCTP – there were no queries. 

a) 2017-2018 ES Report 1 to SCTP September 28, 2017 

b) 2017-2018 ES Report 2 to SCTP October 19, 2017 

c) 2017-2018 ES Report 3 to SCTP November 9, 2017 
 

The meeting ended at 4:20 pm. 


